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Small-scale solar magnetic fields
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Abstract As we resolve ever smaller structures in the solar atmosphere, it has become clear
that magnetism is an important component of those small structures. Small-scale magnetism
holds the key to many poorly understood facets of solar magnetism on all scales, such as the
existence of a local dynamo, chromospheric heating, and fluxemergence, to name a few.
Here, we review our knowledge of small-scale photospheric fields, with particular emphasis
on quiet-sun field, and discuss the implications of several results obtained recently using
new instruments, as well as future prospects in this field of research.
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1 Introduction

Magnetism on the sun occurs on all scales. It manifests itself at the largest scales as a mean-
field component that covers an entire hemisphere, and on progressively smaller scales as
active regions, sunspots, and pores. Magnetic field in the lower solar atmosphere has struc-
ture on the smallest observable scales, up to the diffraction limit of the best telescopes.
Theoretical arguments and simulations indicate that thereis structure well beyond what can
be observed today or in the forseeable future.
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A comprehensive ab-initio model of magnetic activity is currently impossible from a
practical standpoint, and will remain so in the near future.The complex interaction of mag-
netic field, hydrodynamics, and radiative transfer requires sophisticated numerical analysis.
A simulation would have to cover a substantial surface area over a good fraction of the
convection zone in order to capture large-scale patterns such as supergranulation, yet also
have sufficient resolution to capture interactions on scales of several kilometers or less.
Such a simulation is prohibitively expensive in terms of computation time. In order to gain
understanding of the physical processes involved in the creation, evolution, and eventual de-
struction of magnetic field, we must turn to observations to study the properties of magnetic
structures.

Granular flows in the photosphere expunge field from cell interiors. Flux is swept into
the intergranular lanes, where it clumps in small concentrations of mostly vertical field with
strengths in excess of one kilogauss. Bright points and faculae, the most conspicuous fea-
tures of magnetism in the lower solar atmosphere, correspond to these small concentrations
of field. They are well-known in active regions, where they group together in plages. In the
quiet sun, supergranular flows concentrate them in the magnetic network that incompletely
outlines supergranular cells.

Internetwork quiet-sun magnetism has been somewhat ignored historically, largely due
to a lack of observations with sufficient resolution and accuracy. However, it has attracted
particular interest in the past years, and this subject is currently being studied vigorously.
Isolated concentrations of strong field that produce brightpoints and faculae also exist in
supergranular interiors. Outside the concentrations, much weaker field that is not predom-
inantly oriented perpendicular to the surface is ubiquitously present. This more horizon-
tal field typically does not produce bright points that are easily observed using proxy-
magnetometry diagnostics such as imaging in the FraunhoferG band. Instead, sensitive
magnetometers are required to observe and study weak field. The development of new in-
strumentation and seeing-mitigating techniques (the SpectroPolarimeter instrument on the
space-borne observatory Hinode is an excellent example of both), and advanced simulations
facilitated by the steadily increasing processing power ofcomputers have made it possible
to study this subject in detail.

Here, we focus our attention on magnetic fine structure of thequiet solar photosphere.
In particular, we will discuss internetwork field. Quiet-sun internetwork areas cover the ma-
jority of the solar surface. Four orders of magnitude more flux emerges in the internetwork
than in active regions. Consequently, field in these areas isof importance in understanding
certain aspects of solar magnetic activity, such as the existence and workings of a granular
dynamo and the dynamical coupling of the photosphere to higher layers.

We aim to provide a comprehensive review of quiet-sun internetwork magnetic fine
structure, starting with a general overview in Sect. 2. We then address several small-scale
phenomena that have recently attracted particular attention as a result of new, high-resolution
observations: properties of horizontal field in the photosphere (Sect. 3), polar field (Sect. 4),
and concentrations of strong vertical field (Sect. 5). Section 6 concludes the chapter with a
discussion on unresolved fields.

2 Quiet Sun magnetic fields

The magnetic field found in the quiet sun can be categorized into network and internetwork
field. The latter were discovered by Livingston & Harvey (1971, 1975) on the basis of a
weak StokesV signal found in the interiors of supergranular cells. A separate category, the
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turbulent field, has also been proposed. It is not clear whichof the further proposed types of
quiet-sun magnetic fields, such as ‘granular fields’ (Lin & Rimmele 1999), horizontal quiet-
sun fields (Lites et al. 1996), or ‘seething fields’ (Harvey etal. 2007) describe independent
types of magnetic structures, and which are just different names for the same physical entity,
detected in different types of observational data. The different techniques used to detect and
study them pose the main difficulty with identifying one withthe other. E.g., internetwork
fields have traditionally been measured using the Zeeman effect, while the turbulent field has
been probed mainly through the Hanle effect. Because of the cancellation of the Zeeman
signal in the presence of opposite-polarity longitudinal fields in the resolution element, a
tangled field may largely escape detection through the Zeeman effect, especially if the field
is intrinsically weak. Only the larger scales of such a turbulent field would be seen using
Zeeman-based diagnostics. These may then appear like internetwork elements, which in
this scenario would represent just the tip of the iceberg of the sun’s turbulent field.

There have also been suggestions that the magnetic fluxes of all magnetic features in the
photosphere form similar patterns irrespective of the scale at which they are observed. This
scale invariance is consistent with the proposal that the magnetic field forms a fractal (or
multifractal) pattern at the solar surface (e.g., Roudier &Muller 1987; Lawrence et al. 1995;
Komm 1995; Nesme-Ribes et al. 1996; Meunier 1999, 2004; Stenflo & Holzreuter 2002,
2003; Abramenko 2005; Criscuoli et al. 2007). Since magnetic features are moved around
by the evolving convection cells, possibly such an analysisprovides more information on
the distribution of convection at different scales, ratherthan on intrinsic magnetic properties.
Convective eddies are expected to be self-similar for a turbulent medium, such as the solar
convection zone.

2.1 Magnetic flux in the quiet sun

2.1.1 Methods

In principle, it is possible to detect magnetic features andpartly to estimate their magnetic
flux in a variety of ways. However, the different types of measurements give different results,
so that some uncertainty remains on just how much magnetic flux the quiet sun harbors.

Contrasts in more or less narrow wavelength bands are widelyused as proxies of the
magnetic field, since they are easy to observe at high resolution even under variable seeing
conditions. They include the brightness in the G band, CaII H or K line core, or CN band-
head. These proxies are, however, not ideal for determiningthe magnetic flux in the quiet
sun, due to their small sensitivity. There is still some uncertainty to what extent internetwork
magnetic features produce visible signatures in these proxies (however, see De Wijn et al.
2005).

The Zeeman effect not only provides quantitative measurements of the magnetic vector,
but is also much more sensitive to small amounts of magnetic flux and has been shown to
sense fluxes as low as 1016 Mx (or even less), particularly if the field is aligned along the
line of sight (i.e., well visible in StokesV, the net circular polarization). It suffers, however,
from the fact that StokesV is also sensitive to the direction in which the flux points (towards
or away from the observer), so that if there is a mixture of polarities on a sufficiently small
scale, the signal in StokesV can be canceled. In StokesQ andU cancellation, although
possible, is less likely (it requires two transverse fields at right angles to each other in the
resolution element).
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If the aim is to measure intrinsically weak, possibly turbulent fields, then the Hanle
effect is the method of choice. Basically, the Hanle effect allows the magnetic vector to be
determined if the field strength lies within a fiducial range that depends on the observed
spectral line. The Hanle effect is generally sensitive to low intrinsic field strengths (typical
values are below a few 100 G, depending on the spectral line).Of importance for the field
in the quiet sun is that the Hanle effect allows a weighted average of the field strength to
be obtained even for a field that is isotropically distributed in the resolution element. Such
a field would be invisible to the Zeeman effect as long as it doesn’t produce any significant
broadening of the line profiles (see below).

2.1.2 Measurements of magnetic flux in the quiet sun

The flux distribution in network elements has been determined by, e.g., Meunier et al. (1998)
and Hagenaar (2001) (cf. Schrijver et al. 1997). They all findan exponential increase in the
number density of elements with decreasing flux, down to the sensitivity limit (lying at
2×1018 Mx for the investigation of Hagenaar 2001). In contrast to this result, Wang et al.
(1995) obtain a non-exponential, non-power law distribution for the network fluxes and a
different (but also non-exponential, non-power law) distribution for the internetwork field.
They use a series of criteria to differentiate between the two, including location (at the edges
of supergranules or in their interior), proper motion speeds (higher speed of internetwork
elements), etc. The weakest fluxes of individual internetwork features that they record are
1016 Mx.

Zirin (1987) found that the rate of magnetic flux emergence ininternetwork fields is
roughly 100 times larger than in ephemeral active regions. In the latter it is another 100
times higher than in normal active regions. Therefore, the internetwork fields completely
dominate the flux emergence. However, whether the internetwork fields dominate the total
flux at any given time depends on the ratio of emergence time scale to decay time scale of the
fields. Intranetwork fields not just emerge at the highest rate, but also decay the most rapidly,
so that their exact contribution to the instantaneous totalmagnetic flux is still unclear.

Prior to the Hinode mission (Kosugi et al. 2007), the typicalaverage field strength in
the quiet sun obtained from Zeeman effect measurements werea few gauss (typically 2–
5 G). The estimates of Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. (2003a,b) and Khomenko et al. (2005a)
(cf. Khomenko et al. 2005b) count as exceptions. At a spatialresolution of 0.5′′, Domı́nguez
Cerdeña et al. (2003a,b) obtained an average field strengthof 20 G in the internetwork.
Khomenko et al. (2005a) compared the distributions of StokesV amplitudes simultaneously
observed in the infrared and the visible with the amplitudesof synthetic profiles computed in
snapshots of mixed-polarity 3D MHD simulations harboring different amounts of magnetic
flux. The MHD simulations of Vögler et al. (2005) can be studied at a spatial resolution
nearly an order or magnitude higher than the observations, so that mixed polarity magnetic
flux that is canceled out in the observations can still be counted in the simulations. The
magnetic flux in the simulation snapshot that gives the best fit to the StokesV amplitude
distributions of both, the infrared and the visible lines, is taken to represent the solar flux.
In this manner, to first order, the problem that a part of the flux is canceled within each
spatial resolution element of the observations is circumvented. Just like Domı́nguez Cerdeña
et al. (2003a,b), Khomenko et al. (2005a) also obtained 20 G,but this value refers to a
spatial resolution corresponding to the grid scale of the MHD simulations, a few 10 km.
Therefore, unless there are no magnetic structures below 0.5′′ in size, the value found by
Khomenko et al. (2005a) is not consistent with the same valuefound by Domı́nguez Cerdeña
et al. (2003a,b). From high resolution observations obtained by the Hinode Solar Optical
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Telescope (SOT, Tsuneta et al. 2008b; Suematsu et al. 2008; Ichimoto et al. 2008; Shimizu
et al. 2008) and at the Swedish Solar Telescope we know that smaller-scaled structures are
quite common.

Recently, analysis of Hinode spectropolarimeter (SP) databy Lites et al. (2008) has
yielded 11 G for the longitudinal field. The fact that Hinode data (at the significantly higher
and stable resolution of 0.32′′) reveal only half as much flux as the investigation of Domı́nguez
Cerdeña et al. (2003a,b) suggests that fluctuations due to seeing may have affected the data
of Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. (2003a,b) in a way that it increased the strength of theV signal,
which is quite conceivable (cross-talk from brightness or velocity into StokesV can happen
quite easily).

An important question is how much flux could be hidden below the spatial scales that
can be resolved? Such a hidden field (i.e., field not visible inmagnetograms) is generally
referred to as turbulent field, since in order to be invisiblethe two magnetic polarities must
be mixed at scales below the spatial resolution element. Although very often no clear dis-
tinction is made to internetwork fields (which often also show a nearly random distribution
of opposite polarities), we could consider internetwork fields as the large-scale and hence
roughly resolved parts of the “turbulent” field, some fraction of which remains unresolved.
However, given our current knowledge, we cannot rule out that the latter is physically dif-
ferent from the internetwork fields in some important aspect. Unno (1959) was the first to
look for an unresolved “turbulent” field (that to first order was expected to be isotropic).
Using differential line broadening he was able to set an upper limit of 300 G on such a field.
Stenflo & Lindegren (1977) and later Stenflo (private communication) greatly improved the
sensitivity of the technique by extending the investigation to hundreds of spectral lines (all
the unblended FeI lines in the visible solar spectrum), resulting in an upper limit of 100 G
for the field outside the network, which includes the area-weighted contribution of the inter-
network field and of any turbulent field.

Early work on the determination of unresolved magnetic flux using the Zeeman effect
was also carried out by Stenflo (1987), who analyzed StokesI , Q, andV profiles and set
limits on a combination of magnetic field inclination and field strength. Tarbell et al. (1979)
used high spatial resolution observations to circumvent the problem of cancellation of Stokes
V by opposite polarity fields. They found that a possible turbulent field cannot exceed 100 G
at spatial scales accessible to observations with a spatialresolution of 0.5′′.

From the Hanle depolarization of the resonant polarizationof lines formed in the quiet
sun’s photosphere (mainly from the SrI line at 460.7 nm, but also from molecular lines), a
turbulent magnetic field in the range of roughly 10–60 G has been inferred (Stenflo 1982;
Faurobert-Scholl et al. 1995; Faurobert et al. 2001; Stenfloet al. 1998; Berdyugina & Fluri
2004; Trujillo Bueno et al. 2004; Bommier et al. 2005, 2006; Derouich et al. 2006).

With time, the investigations have increased in sophistication, now including multi-
dimensional polarized radiative transfer and atmospheresproduced by 3D radiation-hydro-
dynamic simulations. In general, a field of this average strength covering the whole quiet
sun harbors less magnetic energy than the field in the network. Sánchez Almeida (2005) has
argued, however, that (under certain assumptions) the measurements made in the SrI line
actually imply that more than half of the sun’s surface is covered by fields stronger than
60 G, even if the measurements give average field-strength values below 60 G.

Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004) also favor a higher energy density in the internetwork than
in the network field (deduced from observations obtained at IRSOL by Stenflo et al. 1997).
They adopt an exponential probability distribution function (PDF) for the field strength,
as derived from MHD simulations. For a single PDF of the magnetic field, they find an
e-folding width of 130 G (deduced from the same observationsas give a 60 G average
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field). Finally, they introduced different PDFs of the field in granules and intergranular lanes,
with B0 = 15 G in the former structures and withB0 = 450 G in the latter, in order to
simultaneously satisfy SrI (atomic) and C2 (molecular) lines. The energy density in the
turbulent field in this scenario is larger than in the network. Further work on this topic, e.g.,
which tests the assumptions made by Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004), would be of considerable
interest.

2.2 Magnetic field strength of quiet sun fields

One question that has led to a partly heated debate over the last decade has been whether the
magnetic fields in the internetwork quiet sun are intrinsically weak or strong. The magnetic
field in the network has long been known to have an intrinsic strength on the order of a
kilogauss (e.g., Stenflo 1973; Wiehr 1978; Solanki & Stenflo 1984; Stenflo & Harvey 1985;
Stenflo et al. 1987; Solanki et al. 1987; Rabin 1992b,a; Rüedi et al. 1992; Grossmann-Doerth
et al. 1996, etc.), although a few advocates of weak fields, even in plage and the network
remained. Thus, Zirin & Popp (1989) argued that the highly Zeeman sensitive MgI lines at
12.3 µm only show weak fields, so that there are no strong fields in thenetwork or in plages
(except in occasional micro-pores). However, detailed radiative transfer modeling of these
lines by Bruls & Solanki (1995) has shown that they are formedjust below the temperature
minimum in plage. At this height, due to pressure balance with the surrounding gas, the field,
which in the middle and lower photosphere is well over a kilogauss, has dropped to only a
few hundred gauss. The observations of Zirin & Popp (1989) actually provided confirmation
of the simple model of slender flux tubes (e.g., Spruit 1976),if extended to take into account
the merging of neighboring features (Pneuman et al. 1986; Steiner et al. 1986).

More recently, the debate on the intrinsic strength of quietsun fields has been rekindled,
but now concentrating on the internetwork fields. The intrinsic field strength is much more
difficult to measure accurately than the magnetic flux per feature, since the Zeeman splitting
often gives a non-unique result, except for kilogauss fieldsthat fill a sufficiently large part of
the aperture. Here, measurements in the infrared have an advantage, since the ratio of Zee-
man splitting to Doppler width scales roughly linearly withthe wavelength. It is therefore
not so surprising that intrinsically weak fields in the lowerphotospheric layers were initially
observed in the infrared at 1.56 µm (e.g., Rüedi et al. 1992). It also explains why studies
of the strength of internetwork fields that employ infrared data (all have used the Zeeman
sensitive line pair at 1.56 µm) give consistent results: the field strength of most internetwork
features lies below roughly 600 G (Lin 1995; Solanki et al. 1996; Khomenko et al. 2003,
2005b; see also Lin & Rimmele 1999; Martı́nez González et al. 2007). These field strengths
are partly consistent with equipartition between magneticenergy density and convective en-
ergy density, although they also provide evidence for a partial convective collapse (Solanki
et al. 1996).

Observations of spectral lines in the visible have given rather varied intrinsic strengths
of internetwork fields. Partly the results depend on the employed spectral lines, but they can
also differ between studies using the same set of lines. An initial investigation by Keller
et al. (1994) employing StokesV measurements of FeI 525.02 nm and FeI 524.71 nm
could not determine the true field strength, but provided evidence for a field strength below
a kilogauss. Interest in these lines has been dormant until very recently when Khomenko &
Collados (2007) and Socas-Navarro et al. (2008) have studied them in comparison with the
more widely used 630.25 and 630.15 nm line pair as well as the 1.56 µm lines.
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Most widely used have been the FeI line pair at 630.25 and 630.15 nm which have
been observed by, e.g., the Advanced Stokes Polarimeter (ASP, Elmore et al. 1992) and
now the Hinode SP. Magnetograms in these lines, recorded with the Göttingen Fabry-Perot
at the VTT, have been investigated by Domı́nguez Cerdeña etal. (2003a,b). They found
magnetic flux throughout the quiet sun (covering 45% of the surface area, typically located
in the intergranular lanes). In addition, this flux, which corresponds to most of the flux in the
internetwork, was found to be in the form of kilogauss fields.Spectroscopic investigations
employing ASP data by Lites & Socas-Navarro (2004) did not reproduce the preponderance
of strong fields, while the analysis of Socas-Navarro & Lites(2004) indicated a mixture of
strong and weak fields (cf. Socas-Navarro & Lites 2004). Sánchez Almeida et al. (2003),
from a comparison of visible and infrared lines, also found amixture of field strengths,
although in their case the visible lines gave strong fields, while the infrared lines indicated
weak ones (see further below for a more detailed discussion of this result).

Most recently, these lines, as recorded by Hinode/SP, have been analyzed by Orozco
Suárez et al. (2007b,a). In contrast to earlier authors, they obtained weak fields with strengths
in the range of equipartition with the convection. Note thatin contrast to, e.g., Domı́nguez
Cerdeña et al. (2003a,b), they inverted the full Stokes vector.

Finally, a Zeeman-effect based diagnostic has been developed by López Ariste et al.
(2002, 2006). It makes use of the change in line profile shape introduced by hyperfine struc-
ture in MnI lines in the visible part of the spectrum (553 nm) as the field strength increases.
Applying this diagnostic to measurements of StokesI andV in the internetwork they ob-
tain mainly hectogauss fields (which cover the majority of the area and contain the majority
of the flux), although they do not give precise numbers regarding the field strength. This
result is confirmed by Asensio Ramos et al. (2007) employing aMn I line in the infrared
(at 1.5262µm). Sánchez Almeida et al. (2008), however, argue that in a MISMA-like atmo-
sphere (Micro-Structured Magnetic Atmosphere, an approximation to describe the influence
on the Stokes profiles of an atmosphere with the magnetic fieldstructured at a very small,
optically thin scale; Sanchez Almeida et al. 1996) the MnI line at 553.8 nm will indicate
weak fields even if more than 50% of the magnetic flux is in the form of kilogauss fields.

The difference between the results obtained with the infrared 1.56 µm and those from
the visible 630.2 nm lines has fueled the aforementioned debate on the true field strengths
of internetwork fields. It has also led the groups using either one of these diagnostics to
comment on the shortcomings of the other. For example, it hasbeen argued that the visible
lines miss much of the weak fields, since for incomplete Zeeman splitting (which is the
case for these lines for sub-kilogauss fields) the signal in agiven pixel is proportional to the
magnetic flux in that pixel. Since the internetwork fields areassociated with very small fluxes
per pixel, these lines could miss a considerable portion of it. Also, because intrinsically weak
fields change the shapes of theI andV profiles only in subtle ways, the deduced values are
susceptible to noise or systematic errors. Conversely, it has been argued by Socas-Navarro
& Sánchez Almeida (2003) that the infrared lines, by dint oftheir large Zeeman sensitivity,
give too much weight to the weak fields. For these lines, the amplitude of the StokesV signal
is proportional to the fractional area covered by the field (the magnetic filling factor) rather
than to the amount of magnetic flux in the pixel. Therefore, fields with a low strength give
proportionately stronger signals (for, e.g., an equal amount of magnetic flux in intrinsically
weak and intrinsically strong fields). Socas-Navarro & Sánchez Almeida (2003) argue that
the rapid drop of the field strength with height (due to pressure balance) compounds this
effect: since a spectral line is formed over a range of heights, this gradient of the field spreads
the signal in the wavelength direction. Since the intrinsically strong fields are associated
with the largest vertical field-strength gradients, the smearing in the wavelength direction is
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Fig. 1 Magnetograms in the infrared at 1.56 µm (left panel) and in the visible at 630.2 nm (right panel) ob-
tained simultaneously and co-spatially with the VTT on Tenerife. Greater brightness indicates larger amounts
of magnetic flux per pixel. Opposite magnetic polarities arebounded by red and by blue lines, respectively.
Adapted from Khomenko et al. (2005a).

largest for such fields, making the Stokes amplitudes small and possibly hidden in the noise.
Consequently, they argue, the infrared lines are missing much of the flux in the strong fields.

A comparison of the results obtained from the infrared and the visible lines of a simul-
taneously observed patch of quiet sun might be a way of deciding between the different
diagnostics and associated points of view. Such a comparison was first carried out by Socas-
Navarro & Sánchez Almeida (2003), who found that the Stokesmaps in the two wavelength
ranges looked quite different. In particular, they noted that the visible and infrared lines dis-
played opposite polarities in 25% of the pixels, which was a remarkably high proportion.
If correct, this would indeed support the view that the infrared and visible lines were sam-
pling rather different components of the internetwork field. The main drawback with this
investigation was that data from different telescopes had been used, so that the seeing qual-
ity of the two data sets was not comparable, making their comparison less straightforward
(Lites 1987). In a later analysis, Khomenko et al. (2005a) compared visible and infrared
lines observed with the same telescope under identical seeing conditions and obtained a
more similar distribution of polarities and fluxes from bothwavelength ranges. The mag-
netograms obtained in both wavelength ranges are shown in Fig. 1. Remaining differences
between the two images are due to the larger sensitivity of the infrared line to weak fields
and to the remaining unavoidable differences in seeing (which possesses a dependence on
λ ).

Finally, Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. (2006a) inverted a set of combined infrared and vis-
ible spectra using a 3-component model, which allowed a field-free component to co-exist
with two different magnetic components. They obtained a mixture of strong and weak fields,
with a clear relationship between magnetic field strength and magnetic flux in the sense that
the larger the magnetic flux in a pixel, the stronger the field (left panel of Fig. 2). This result
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Fig. 2 Left panel: field strengths retrieved from a combination of 1.56 µm and 630.2 nm co-spatial observa-
tions obtained nearly simultaneously. Adapted from Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. (2006a). Right panel: same,
but from an investigation of the 1.56 µm lines alone. The results of observations covering both thequiet sun
and active regions are displayed in the larger frame. In the inset only the results for the quiet sun are shown
(each point is a value binned over numerous individual data values). The left red line in the main frame is
drawn considering more data than in the inset (circle at (〈Bcosγ〉, B) = (70,1200)) and is not identical with
the red line in the inset. Adapted from Solanki et al. (1996).

is similar to that found by Solanki et al. (1996), based purely on 1.56 µm spectropolarime-
try, shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. An increase of field strength with magnetic flux of the
feature is in agreement with predictions of the efficiency ofthe convective collapse mech-
anism that leads to the formation of the intense flux tube (Venkatakrishnan 1986). As in
their earlier papers, Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. (2006a) argue that most of the flux and of the
magnetic energy is in the kilogauss fields.

Many of the investigations discussed so far have been based on StokesI andV profiles
only. This can be explained partly by instrumental constraints, partly by the fact that the
StokesQ andU profiles scale asB2, while StokesV scales proportionally toB. For a rel-
atively weak Zeeman splitting (typical of visible lines in the quiet sun) this implies thatQ
andU are much weaker thanV.

The difficulty of measuring the field strength reliably from just I andV of a visible
line pair, in particular from FeI 630.2 and 630.1 nm, has been demonstrated by Martı́nez
González et al. (2006). They fit a set of these line profiles two times, once starting from a
strong-B initial guess, once from a weak-B initial guess. The final result depended strongly
on the initial guess, although the fits to the profiles were equally good. The differences in
the Stokes profiles produced by the different field strengthswere completely compensated
by slightly different temperatures and turbulence velocity values returned by the inversion
code. Another test was carried out by Khomenko & Collados (2007). They used the output
atmospheres from the 3D radiation-MHD simulations of Vögler et al. (2005) to test a number
of diagnostics of the field strength. According to their analysis the most reliable of the tested
diagnostics is the 1.56 µm line pair, the least reliable the 630.2/630.1 nm line pair. These
exercises have demonstrated just how difficult it is to obtain reliableB values from this latter
line pair, in particular if only StokesI andV are available. Consequently, results obtained
from such data have to be interpreted with caution.

The great advantage of also having a linear polarization profile available is that the
shape of theQ andU profiles changes with the field strength, in the sense that theratio
of the strength of theπ-component to theσ -components depends onB, providing further
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(although not in themselves unique) constraints on the fieldstrength, as demonstrated by,
e.g., Solanki et al. (1987).

More recently, the advent of Hinode has opened up new possibilities, by providingI , Q,
U , andV spectra of FeI 630.2 and 630.1 nm at a constant high spatial resolution correspond-
ing to approximately 0.3′′. Recent inversions by Orozco Suárez et al. (2007b,a) indicate that
the Hinode data give mainly weak fields (hectogauss), possibly because of the additional
constraints provided by the linear polarization signals (only pixels with profiles lying above
a given threshold in StokesQ, U , andV are inverted).

2.3 Horizontal fields in the internetwork

Evidence for horizontal fields in the internetwork can be noted already in data published by
Martin (1988): in these magnetograms internetwork fields are visible from the center of the
solar disk right to the limb, suggesting the presence of bothvertical and horizontal fields.
With considerable foresight, Martin interpreted these measurements as possibly due to the
presence of low-lying loops in the internetwork.

Lites et al. (1996) found arcsecond scale, short-lived horizontal fields (lifetimes of min-
utes) in the internetwork. The size scale was determined by their spatial resolution. Meunier
et al. (1998) considered the center-to-limb variation of the StokesV amplitude of theg = 3
line at 1.56 µm from which they concluded that the quiet sun field is composed mainly of
intrinsically weak, nearly isotropically distributed fields, in addition to strong, nearly verti-
cal fields. Martı́nez González et al. (2008) also found evidence for a more or less isotropic
distribution of the internetwork field (and little change inthe field strength probability dis-
tribution function) from the center-to-limb variation of the polarization signal in the quiet
sun, in agreement with Martin (1988) and Meunier et al. (1998). With the very sensitive
SOLIS instrument on Kitt Peak, Harvey et al. (2007) deduced a“seething” horizontal field
throughout the internetwork. This field of typically 1–2 G atthe spatial resolution of SOLIS
of 2.5–5′′ changed within minutes. Further evidence for horizontal fields has been provided
by Hinode: Orozco Suárez et al. (2007b,a) inverted Stokes spectra to obtain a peak in the
distribution of inclination angles of internetwork fields at 90◦, which corresponds to hor-
izontal fields. This interesting result may partly be an artifact of the higher sensitivity to
noise of StokesQ andU due to their weakness, unless fields are intrinsically strong. Finally,
Lites et al. (2008) obtained 5 times more flux in horizontal fields than in the vertical fields in
the internetwork (to be more specific: they found that the spatially averaged strength of the
horizontal field is 5 times larger than of the vertical field; aprecise determination of the flux
for horizontal fields is rather difficult from Stokes parameters). With a strength of 50–60 G,
it is comparable to the values obtained by the Hanle effect (see Sect. 6).

As the evidence for nearly horizontal internetwork fields increases, one question that
comes to the fore is: what is the structure of these internetwork fields? From observations at
1.56 µm, Martı́nez González et al. (2007) concluded that at leastsome of the internetwork
elements are (parts of) low-lying loop-like structures. The loops were reconstructed in a
way similar to the technique applied by Solanki et al. (2003), although the 180◦ ambiguity
inherent in the Zeeman-effect did not allow Martı́nez Gonz´alez et al. (2007) to distinguish
between smallΩ loops and U-loops at a granular scale. An example of a loop reconstructed
by Martı́nez González et al. (2007) is shown in Fig. 3. Theseloops may correspond to
the small-scale emerging loops observed by Centeno et al. (2007) in the quiet sun and by
Ishikawa et al. (2008) in active region plage. These small loops carry a flux of approximately
1017 Mx each and are found to emerge in granules.
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Fig. 3 Reconstructed loop in the internetwork. Left panel: vertical magnetic flux density in a small region
of the total scan (flux density is indicated by the color) at height zero (average solar surface). The azimuthal
direction of the field is overplotted. Central panel: the vertical dependence of the magnetic vector along a cut
going from the upper part of the left frame to its lower part atthe scan position marked 8′′. The colors mark
the magnetic flux density, while the direction of the magnetic vector is indicated by the arrows. The white
lines are smoothed curves joining the arrows and outlining the loops. The right panel is the same, but now for
the other solution allowed by the 180◦ ambiguity.

2.4 Source of internetwork fields

How could such a magnetic structure be explained? There are different possibilities.
1. Emergence of fields generated in deeper layers(e.g., by a deep convection-zone or

an overshoot-layer dynamo). This could be the extension of ephemeral active-region fields
(studied by Harvey & Martin 1973; Harvey et al. 1975; Harvey 1993; Hagenaar 2001) to still
smaller scales. Note that there is a power-law distributionof flux in bipolar regions (follow-
ing an inverse square law) from large active regions down to small ephemeral regions. The
cutoff at the small scales is consistent with a lack of resolution and/or sensitivity. Whereas
the large active regions have a strong tendency towards an E–W orientation following Hale’s
polarity law, increasingly smaller bipoles have increasingly weaker preferred orientations.
Any lack of orientation of the smallest emerging bipoles therefore does not automatically
rule out this scenario, since there is no abrupt transition,but rather a very gradual decrease
of the level of orientation with decreasing area or magneticflux.

2. Flux recycling after decay of active-regions and ephemeral active regions.The mag-
netic flux from a decaying region very likely partly gets dragged down by convection and
can emerge again at another point on the solar surface. Such an effect has been identified in
MHD simulations carried out by Ploner et al. (2001), suggesting that such recycling does
take place. The work of De Wijn et al. (2005), see below, also provides evidence that either
mechanism 1 or 2 (or some combination of both) is acting as thesource of some of the flux
in the internetwork (see Sect. 5).

3. Flux produced at or very close to the solar surface by a truly local dynamo.The
first numerical experiments that sustained a local dynamo ina convective medium similar
to the solar interior were carried out by Cattaneo (1999). The most realistic simulation of a
local (solar surface) dynamo to date has been performed by V¨ogler & Schüssler (2007), who
considered also a proper 3D radiative transfer etc. to simulate the conditions in the layers
close to the solar surface. Starting from a very low value, the magnetic energy within the
simulation box increases exponentially with time, before it saturates. The saturation value
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Fig. 4 Snapshot from a dynamo simulation run taken about 5 hours after introducing the seed field. The
vertically emerging bolometric intensity (brightness, left panel) reveals a normal solar granulation pattern.
The other panels show the vertical component of the magneticfield on two surfaces of constant (Rosseland)
optical depth,τR. Near the visible surface (middle panel,τR = 1, gray scale saturating at±250 G), the
magnetic field shows an intricate small-scale pattern with rapid polarity changes and an unsigned average
flux density of 25.1 G. About 300 km higher, at the surfaceτR = 0.01 (right panel, gray scale saturating
at ±50 G), the unsigned average flux density has decreased to 3.2 G and the field distribution has become
considerably smoother, roughly outlining the network of intergranular downflow lanes (darker areas on the
left panel). Figure taken from Vögler & Schüssler (2007) by permission.

depends on the magnetic Reynolds numberRm of the simulation, being higher for largerRm.
For Rm = 2600 the simulations give an average, unsigned vertical field of approximately
35 G, which lies within the range of values found from the Hanle effect.

The field produced by such a simulation is structured on very small (subgranular) scales
with strongly mixed opposite polarities, as can be seen fromFig. 4. It is also largely hor-
izontal. It is basically composed of short, flat loops that are concentrated in intergranular
lanes and generally have both their foot points within a single intergranular lane. Note that
the simulations carried out so far do not allow any flux to be advected into the box (which
may be the reason why relatively few larger-scale magnetic structures are visible). Note also
that changes inRm should have an influence on the magnitude of the produced magnetic
field and energy, but not on its distribution, so that the shape of the PDF of the field strength
and of the magnetic orientation should remain independent of Rm.

Any difference between the observed and simulated distribution of the flux may be
telling us something about other effects besides a purely local dynamo acting to produce
the observed field. Therefore, it is heartening that Schüssler & Vögler (2008) obtain a ratio
between horizontal and vertical field that is close to the value found by Lites et al. (2008)
from Hinode SP data. One difference between the two is that Lites et al. (2008) found most
of their horizontal flux regions at the edges of granules, while simulations place the flux
clearly in the intergranular lanes. A part of this difference may be due to the limited depth
of the computation box.

Quite generally, there is an observed relationship betweenthe weak quiet-sun fields and
convective features. Best known is that the strong fields found in the network are located
at the boundaries of supergranules. On a smaller scale, Lin &Rimmele (1999) find a weak
field whose distribution is moulded by the granulation. The field also changes over a granular
life-time (consequently they called this component of the field a granular field). Khomenko
et al. (2003) find a preponderance of weak fields in the intergranular lanes, while Socas-
Navarro et al. (2004) find that the field strength depends on the location of the field relative
to the granule in a non-trivial manner. Arguments against the origin of at least the stronger
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internetwork flux from a local dynamo have been given by De Wijn et al. (2005) on the
basis of the fact that this part of the flux is seen to be distributed on a mesogranular scale
and displays a lifetime well in excess of that of granulation.

Such dependencies may (or may not) provide an indication of the origin of the magnetic
flux. However, they do tell us that the flux must survive without complete cancellation for
a sufficiently long time to be dragged to the edge of the particular convective feature it is
found to be lying at the boundary of. In the case of the networkthis implies a survival time
of at least 10 hours, for the mesogranulation roughly an houror two.

3 Transient Horizontal Magnetic Field

3.1 Properties of horizontal magnetic field

Quiet-sun magnetism essentially consists of vertical flux tubes and horizontal magnetic
fields. The field strength of vertical magnetic fields exceedsthe equipartition field strength
Be of about 500 G, determined byBe =

√

4π ρ v2, where granules with a velocity ofv =
2×105 cm/s, and the plasma densityρ = 3×10−7 g/cm3 at τ500 = 1 are assumed. Hin-
ode observations show that convective instability could bea mechanism used to explain the
formation of such vertical flux tubes with kilogauss field strength (Nagata et al. 2008): the
cooling of a flux tube at equipartition field strength precedes a transient downflow reaching
6 km/s and the intensification of the field strength to 2 kG. This is not a unique observation,
but rather it is a ubiquitous phenomenon in the quiet sun.

The initial discovery of the horizontal magnetic field with ground-based telescopes
was summarized in the previous section. High resolution spectroscopic observations with
SOT/SP aboard Hinode have confirmed this finding and extendedthese studies considerably
(Lites et al. 2008; Centeno et al. 2007; Orozco Suárez et al.2007b,a; Ishikawa et al. 2008;
Ishikawa & Tsuneta 2009a; Tsuneta et al. 2008a). The horizontal magnetic field is highly
intermittent in both the temporal and spatial domain: statistical study shows that the average
life time of a horizontal field element is 4 min, and their sizeis smaller than the average size
of the granular pattern (Ishikawa & Tsuneta 2009b). Thus, wehereafter call them elements
of the “transient horizontal magnetic field” (THMF).

Figure 5 shows the histogram (i.e., PDF) of the degree of linear polarization (LP) for
THMF in the quiet sun and a plage region. These two regions were located near the center
of the solar disk. The degree of linear polarization is proportional to the square of the trans-
verse magnetic field component. Vertical magnetic concentrations are masked, and thus are
not included in the red histogram. This is a comparison of different areas of the sun with
different magnetic properties. The exact match of these twoPDFs indicates that property of
the THMF of the quiet sun and active regions is remarkably similar (Ishikawa & Tsuneta
2009a).

The magnetic landscape of the polar region is characterizedby vertical kilogauss patches
with super equipartition field strength, a coherency in polarity, and the ubiquitous weaker
transient horizontal fields (Tsuneta et al. 2008a). We now know that THMFs are ubiquitous
in plage regions, the quiet sun, and the extreme polar region.

The remarkably similar distributions of LP in Fig. 5 also suggest the same occurrence
rates in both the quiet sun and the plage region. These occurrence rates are extremely high,
as discussed by Ishikawa et al. (2008). THMFs have lifetimesranging from one minute to
about ten minutes, comparable to the lifetime of granules. Among 52 events that they ex-
amined, 43 horizontal magnetic structures appear inside the granules, and four appear in
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Fig. 5 Histograms of net linear polarization (LP) for plage and quiet sun. The dotted lines represent LP noise
distributions for both datasets. The area dominated by vertical magnetic fields is masked in the plage region.
The two vertical dashed-dotted lines indicate LP of 0.22% and 0.26% – the thresholds used in Figure 3. From
Ishikawa & Tsuneta (2009a).

inter-granular lanes, with the remaining five events ambiguous in position. Since 52 events
are detected in the 2.5′′×164′′ observing area during the 40 minutes, a new event appears
every 46 seconds in the same observing region. The turnover time of the granules is approxi-
mately 1000 s, with a velocity of 2 km/s and with a depth comparable to the horizontal scale
of granules. There are approximately 182 granules in the observing area, assuming that the
size of the granules is 1.5′′ × 1.5′′. 84% of these granules are not associated with stable
strong vertical magnetic fields, and we use this smaller sample for estimating the frequency
of events. If every granule were to have an embedded horizontal magnetic field structure, the
horizontal field would have appeared at the surface every 6.6 s (∼ 1000 s/152 granules) in
the observing area. This shows that more than approximately10% of the granules have em-
bedded horizontal fields, suggesting a relatively common occurrence of THMFs (Ishikawa
et al. 2008).

Figure 6 shows that PDFs of the intrinsic magnetic field strength for the quiet sun and
the plage region are again almost identical, and the PDF of the extreme polar region (Fig. 9)
is similar to those of the quiet sun and the plage region. Thisremarkable similarity suggests
a common local dynamo process (Cattaneo 1999; Vögler & Sch¨ussler 2007) taking place all
over the sun.

To minimize the influence of noise in the Stokes inversion, wehave analyzed only pixels
whose polarization signal peaks exceed a given threshold above the noise levelσ . The noise
level was determined in the continuum wavelength range of the profiles. The fitting is per-
formed for pixels whoseQ, U , orV signals are larger than 4.5–5.0σ . Thus, the peaks in the
PDFs at around 150 G may be an artifact: the THMFs that we observe are probably the tip
of the iceberg due to our limited sensitivity, and there may be weaker but more ubiquitous
magnetic fields unresolved by Hinode: the sun’s hidden magnetism inferred by, e.g., Tru-
jillo Bueno et al. (2004) through Hanle-effect observations (see Sect. 6 for a more complete
discussion).
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Fig. 6 PDFs of the magnetic field strength of vertical fields (left panel) and horizontal fields (right panel).
Black and red lines are used for the quiet sun and the plage region, respectively. Apparent concentrations
of the vertical magnetic fields are masked to obtain the PDF ofthe plage region. The black dashed line in
the left panel shows the PDF for horizontal fields in the plageregion, and is the same as the black solid line
in right panel. Vertical fields refer to magnetic fields with inclination smaller than 20◦ or larger than 160◦,
and horizontal fields refer to magnetic fields with inclination larger than 70◦ and smaller than 110◦. From
Ishikawa & Tsuneta (2009a).

Figure 6 indicates that 93% of horizontal magnetic fields have field strengths smaller
than 700 G, and 98% smaller than 1 kG for both regions. A magnetic field strength of 700 G
corresponds to the typical equipartition field strength just below the level of granules at a
depth of 500 km, where the density is∼ 10−6 g/cm3 and the velocity is 2 km/s. Thus, the
majority of horizontal fields have field strengths smaller than the equipartition field strength
for average granular flows.

Figure 7 panels a and b show the magnetic field azimuth of THMFsfor events with
LP greater than 0.22% in the quiet sun and in the plage region discussed above. We define
σ =

√
N, whereN is a number of average events per 30◦ bin under the assumption of a uni-

form distribution of the azimuth of the horizontal fields. There is no statistically significant
orientation in either region. If the LP threshold is> 0.26% (Fig. 7 panels c and d), we find
a broad peak between 120◦ and 180◦, and a dip between 30◦ and 60◦ that are significant
at the 2σ level in the plage region. In contrast, these events in the quiet sun still show an
azimuth angle distributed within 2σ of the uniform value. This peak angle corresponds to
the tilt angle of the bipolar plage region. This indicates that THMFs with higher LP in the
plage region appear to be partially related to the global fields of the plage region.

3.2 THMF and local dynamo process

The properties of THMFs are summarized to be: (1) an identical or similar PDF of magnetic
field strength in the quiet sun, plage regions, and the extreme polar region; (2) ubiquitous
occurrence all over the sun including the extreme polar region; (3) a magnetic field strength
essentially smaller than the equipartition field strength;and (4) no or weak preferred direc-
tion of the magnetic field vector.
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Fig. 7 The histograms of the field azimuth angles for THMFs. Three pixels with highest LP are taken from
individual events, and number distributions of the azimuthangles of horizontal magnetic field for these pixels
are plotted. The azimuth angle 0◦ is to the west, 90◦ to the north, and 180◦ to the east. Panels a and b:
histograms of azimuth angle for 95 events in the quiet sun and109 events in the plage region which have LP
higher than 0.22%. Panels c and d: histograms of azimuth angle for 37 events in the quiet sun and 42 events
in the plage region which have LP higher than 0.26%. The dashed lines indicate the case for a uniform
distribution. Dashed-dotted lines closer to the dashed line show±σ , statistical deviation, and two other dotted
lines show± 2σ . From Ishikawa & Tsuneta (2009a).

The amount of the vertical magnetic flux in the plage in the case presented here is about
8 times larger than that of the quiet sun (Ishikawa & Tsuneta 2009a). If the THMF occur-
rence rate was in any way directly related to the global vertical fields forming the plage
region, then we would expect the occurrence rate in the plageregion to be much larger than
that of the quiet sun. The similar occurrence rates we observe suggest that the emergence of
the THMFs does not have a direct causal relationship with thevertical magnetic fields in the
plage region. The same THMF occurrence rate, no preferred orientation, and similar field-
strength distributions for both regions strongly suggest that a common local process that
is not directly influenced by global magnetic fields producesTHMFs (Ishikawa & Tsuneta
2009a). As (1) ubiquitous THMFs are receptive to convectivemotion (Centeno et al. 2007;
Ishikawa et al. 2008), and (2) the field strength is essentially smaller than the equipartition
field strength, a reservoir of THMFs may be located near solarsurface, and these magnetic
fields are carried to the surface through convective flow.

Such reservoir can be maintained by a local dynamo process due to near-surface convec-
tive motion (Cattaneo 1999; Vögler & Schüssler 2007). Indeed, numerical simulations have
shown that a local dynamo can generate horizontal magnetic structures in the quiet sun (Ab-
bett 2007; Schüssler & Vögler 2008). Such a local dynamo process could naturally explain
the similarity in occurrence rates and field strength PDFs, including the fact that THMFs do
not have a preferred orientation. The similarity in field-strength distribution also indicates
that properties of THMFs do not depend on the seed field, e.g.,global fields.

Other possibilities for the origin of THMFs include debris from decaying active region,
magnetic fields that failed to emerge from the convection region to the photosphere (Ma-
gara 2001), and extended weak magnetic fields in the upper convection zone generated by
“explosion” (Moreno-Insertis et al. 1995). If the reservoir is maintained by one of these pro-
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cesses, the THMFs would be expected to be affected by global toroidal fields in terms of
properties of THMFs described above. Within the context of these simulations cited above,
it may be difficult to explain the observed properties of THMFs such as the similarity in the
occurrence rates and magnetic field distributions, and the lack of preferred orientation of
THMFs.

A slight preferred orientation of THMFs with higher LP toward the global plage polarity
suggests that these THMFs may be influenced by the global plage field. However, because
any strong vertical fields associated with the emergence of these THMFs are not observed
(Ishikawa et al. 2008), they are probably not directly created from the vertical magnetic
fields forming the plage as suggested by Isobe et al. (2008). Thus, even if these THMFs
with higher LP are related by the global toroidal system, therelationship would be indirect
— the THMFs with high LP may result from fragmented elements of plage flux tossed about
by the convective motions below the photosphere.

The evidence that a local dynamo is playing a significant rolefor the quiet sun mag-
netism comes from the Hanle-effect investigation by Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004), who in-
ferred a magnetic energy density which is the order of 20% of the kinetic energy density
produced by the convective motions in the quiet solar photosphere, and showed that the ob-
served scattering polarization signals do not seem to be modulated by the solar cycle. The
papers using observations from Hinode cited here are providing us with multiple new pieces
of evidence in favor of a local dynamo process taking place inthe convective turbulent outer
layer of the sun.

4 Polar field

The sun’s polar magnetic fields are thought to be the direct manifestation of the global
poloidal fields in the interior, which serve as seed fields forthe global dynamo that produces
the toroidal fields responsible for active regions and sunspots. The polar regions are also the
source of the fast solar wind. Although the polar regions areof crucial importance to the
dynamo process and acceleration of the fast solar wind, its magnetic properties are poorly
known. Magnetic field measurements in the solar polar regions have long been a challenge:
variable seeing combined with the strong intensity gradient and the foreshortening effect
at the solar limb greatly increases the systematic noise in ground-based magnetographs.
Nevertheless, pioneering observations have been carried out for the polar regions (Tang &
Wang 1991; Lin et al. 1994; Lites 1996; Homann et al. 1997; Okunev & Kneer 2004; Blanco
Rodrı́guez et al. 2007). Many polar observations have also been restricted to individual
polar faculae within a small field of view, and have not provided us with a global magnetic
landscape of the polar region, with the exception of GONG/SOLIS (Harvey et al. 2007).
Using SOT on board the Hinode spacecraft, it is possible to investigate the properties of
photospheric magnetic field in polar regions with unprecedented spatial resolution, field of
view, and polarimetric sensitivity and accuracy in measurements of vector magnetic fields.
Such an analysis has recently been carried out by Tsuneta et al. (2008a).

4.1 The polar magnetic landscape

Properties such as field strength, inclination, azimuth, filling factor, etc. may be estimated
from the line profiles observed by Hinode using inversion codes. In this case, only pixels
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Fig. 8 View of the magnetic field strength in the south-polar regionas seen from above the pole at 12:02:19–
14:55:48 on March 16, 2007. East is up, and north is to the right. The original field of view of the observation
is 328′′ (east-west) by 164′′ (north-south). Latitudinal lines for 85◦, 80◦, 75◦, and 70◦ are shown as white
circles, while the cross mark indicates the south pole. The spatial resolution is lost near the extreme limb (i.e.,
near the left of the figure). Magnetic field strength is obtained for pixels with a polarization signal exceeding
5σ above the noise level. From Tsuneta et al. (2008a).

whose polarization signal exceeds 5σ above the noise level were analyzed using an inversion
code that assumes a Milne-Eddington atmosphere.

Figure 8 is a map of the magnetic field strength as seen from above the south pole.
Such a representation is needed to correctly see the spatialextent and size distribution of
the magnetic islands in the polar region. While many of them are isolated, and some have
the form of a chain of islands, complex internal structures are seen inside the individual
patches. Many patchy magnetic islands have very high field strength reaching above 1 kG.
They are coherently unipolar, and like plage and network fields at lower latitudes (Martinez
Pillet et al. 1997), they have magnetic field vertical to the local surface.

Patches show a tendency to be larger in size with increasing latitude. The size is as large
as 5′′×5′′ at higher latitudes and 1′′×1′′ at lower latitudes. Degradation in spatial resolution
due to the projection effect may contribute to the larger size at high latitude. Expansion may
also be caused because we observe flux tubes higher in the atmosphere close to the limb.
The response function of the spectral lines observed here for a plane-parallel atmosphere
viewed obliquely at an angle of 80◦ has a peak that is 50 to 100 km higher than if viewed
straight down.

Close to the limb, it is possible to determine the inclination i of the magnetic field vector
with respect to the local surface without the usual 180-degree ambiguity of the transverse
field components (del Toro Iniesta 2003). All the large patches have fields that are vertical
to the local surface, while the smaller patches tend to be horizontal. Most of the magnetic
structures seen in Fig. 8 thus have either vertical or horizontal directions. These two types
do not appear to be spatially correlated.
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Fig. 9 Histograms of pixels at latitudes greater than 75◦. Red lines indicate vertical field, blue horizontal field,
and black both. Panel a: number of pixels as a function of the magnetic field strength (probability distribution
function). Panel b: number of pixels multiplied withB2 as a function of the magnetic field strength. The bin
size of magnetic field strength in panels a and b is 20 G. Panel c: histogram of continuum intensity with
magnetic field strength> 300 G (solid line) and> 800 G (dashed line). Since continuum intensity rapidly
decreases toward the limb, the horizontal axis is the normalized excess continuum level with respect to the
continuum level averaged over a 6.4′′ box. Panel d: filling factor. From Tsuneta et al. (2008a).

Magnetic patches of larger spatial extent coincide in position with polar faculae (Lin
et al. 1994; Okunev & Kneer 2004). This is confirmed in panel c of Fig. 9. The distribution
of local intensity is essentially symmetric around the average intensity for the horizontal
fields, while the vertical fields tend to have higher continuum intensities.

Panel a of Fig. 9 shows the PDF of the magnetic field strengthB for latitudes> 75◦.
Vertical magnetic fields with inclinationi < 25◦ dominate the stronger field regime, while
horizontal fields withi > 65◦ are much more prevalent below 250 G. A PDF of the magnetic
energy is shown in Fig. 9 panel b. This shows that the verticalflux tubes with higher field
strength are energetically dominant, while weaker horizontal flux tubes contrastingly carry
more energy.

4.2 Total magnetic flux

The total vertical magnetic flux in the SOT field of view is 2.2×1021 Mx, while the total
horizontal flux is 4.0×1021 Mx, assuming the filling factor given by the inversion of the
data. The distribution of the filling factors has a broad peakat f = 0.15 with FWHM range
0.05< f < 0.35 (see Fig. 9 panel d). The actual filling factor may be largerthan these values
because of the effects of stray light (Orozco Suárez et al. 2007a). An upper bound can be
computed by assuming the extreme case off = 1. This yields a total vertical magnetic flux
of 9.9×1021 Mx, and a total horizontal magnetic flux of 2.0×1022 Mx. The difference is a
factor of about 0.2, which roughly corresponds to the average filling factor.

The total vertical magnetic flux for the whole area with latitude above 70◦ is estimated
to be between 5.6×1021 and 2.5×1022 Mx, assuming that the unobserved polar region has
the same magnetic flux as the observed region. Since the surface area with latitude above
70◦ is 1.8×1021 cm2, the average flux is estimated to be between 3.1 and 13.9 G. The total
magnetic energy is proportional toB2 f S= BΦ . Thus, the surface poloidal magnetic energy
is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the case for the uniform magnetic
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field, if we takeB∼ 1 kG, corresponding to the peak of the energy PDF in Fig. 9. Though
these are the most accurate flux estimation so far made for thepolar regions, these number
should be regarded as minimum values due to the threshold in the selection of pixels for
accurate inversion.

From the Hinode observations, the total flux of vertical magnetic field at the polar region
is estimated to be at least 5.6×1021 Mx and at most 2.5×1022 Mx at the solar minimum.
Various measurements indicate that the total magnetic flux of a single active region is about
1022 Mx (Longcope et al. 2007; Jeong & Chae 2007; Magara & Tsuneta 2008). Thus, the
measured total polar flux barely corresponds to that of single active region. The total toroidal
flux would increase with time during the winding-up process by differential rotation, and the
concept of theΩ-mechanism would be viable with these observational constraints.

5 Bright points and magnetic elements

The magnetic field is found to be highly inhomogeneous in the lower solar atmosphere.
While field is likely ubiquitously present in the photosphere (cf. Sects. 3 and 6), it is con-
centrated at the edges of convective cells in small-scale regions of high field strength. The
convective flows expunge the field from cell interiors and concentrate the field in the inter-
granular downdrafts and at the borders of supergranular cells. Field is concentrated in small
“magnetic elements” that reach field strengths well beyond the equipartition field strength
of about 500 G. It should be noted that these elements are not discrete structures as their
name suggests. Rather, they are concentrations of strong field, with intricate structure that
is expected to extend beyond what is already visible in observations at the highest spatial
resolution. In addition, they frequently split into multiple apparently disjoint concentrations,
or merge with other concentrations during their lifetime.

The plasmaβ in the photosphere outside kilogauss-strength magnetic elements, i.e., the
ratio of the gas pressure to the magnetic pressure, is much larger than one. In addition,
because photospheric plasma has a high conductivity, the field is “frozen in” the matter.
As a result, the dynamics and evolution of magnetic fine structure in the photosphere are
largely dominated by gas motions such as convection and large-scale flows associated with
supergranulation. Concentrations of strong magnetic fieldprovides an excellent conduit for
conveying kinetic energy from the turbulent photosphere tohigher layers of the solar at-
mosphere. If we are to understand the heating of the chromosphere and corona, as well as
energetic events such as flares, it is important that we studythe foot points of the field in the
outer atmosphere.

5.1 Observations of small-scale field concentrations

There is a rich history of observations of concentrations offield in the solar photosphere.
Figure 10 shows the most conspicuous small-scale magnetic features: faculae. They show up
as small bright features at the limb, usually in plages or decaying active regions. For as long
as the sun has been observed through telescopes, the existence of faculae has been known.
The counterparts of faculae closer to disk center are not as obvious in white light, but they
do stand out in chromospheric diagnostics such as CaII H.

Small, concentrated magnetic elements in the network were observed as “gaps” in photo-
spheric lines around 525 nm by Sheeley (1967), and as “magnetic knots” in spectra of plage
by Beckers & Schröter (1968). It was clear from their observations that these structures
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Fig. 10 A sample region in plage taken in the Fraunhofer G band near the west limb. Faculae appear as small,
bright features on the disk-center-side of granules. This image was taken with Hinode/SOT on November 24,
2006, at 07:04:21 UT.

were abundant in the vicinity of sunspots, but much more rarein quiet sun. In wide-band
H α images, bright features were observed to be arranged in “filigree”, a long-lived, large-
scale photospheric network (Dunn & Zirker 1973). Observations by Mehltretter (1974) had
adequate resolution to resolve the photospheric network into strings of small “bright points”
located in intergranular lanes, that change in shape and size on timescales comparable to the
lifetime of granules. The photospheric network had been associated with kilogauss field in
the magnetic network earlier (Stenflo 1973), suggesting that many of the observed structures
were related (Muller 1977). Direct evidence that gaps, magnetic knots, faculae, filigree, and
bright points were all manifestations of the same phenomenon was eventually provided by
high-resolution observations, simultaneous in multiple wavelengths, of both disk and limb
targets (Wilson 1981). The bright points form a dense pattern in plage and active network,
while outside of active regions, they clump in patches that partially outline supergranular
cells. The term “network bright point” was introduced to replace “facular points” and other
terms in an effort to differentiate between bright points inregions of active and quiet sun
(Stenflo & Harvey 1985; Muller 1985).

The importance of “proxy-magnetometry”, the technique of determining the locations of
magnetic field through a change in intensity, was recognizedearly on, and extensive studies
of bright points in the photospheric network were quickly undertaken. Imaging in wide-
band CaII H and K or Hα were the diagnostics of choice, until Muller & Roudier (1984)
switched to using the Fraunhofer G band around 430.8 nm in order to reduce the effects
of chromatism in their telescope. Imaging in the G band has since caught on and is now
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Fig. 11 Sample network region. Left: FeI 630.2 nm line-of-sight magnetogram, scaled between−1 (black)
and 1 kMx/cm2 (white). Middle: G-band intensity. Right: CaII H intensity. Bright points in the G band and
in the CaII H line images correlate well with positions of concentratedfield. The network consists of strings
of several adjacent bright points, located in the intergranular lanes. Bright points in the CaII H image appear
more extended and fuzzy than in the G-band image due to expansion of the flux tube with height. These
images were taken with Hinode/SOT on March 30, 2007, around 00:24:30 UT. The coordinates indicate
distance from sun center, so thatµ ≈ 0.88.

widely used as one of the principal diagnostics for proxy-magnetometry. Figure 11 displays
an example of proxy-magnetometry using imaging in the G bandand in the CaII H line,
together with a photospheric line-of-sight magnetogram. The images show a small patch of
network that consists of many bright points.

Imaging at consistently high resolution at high cadence over a reasonable duration is re-
quired to study the dynamics and evolution of magnetic elements, but it not easy to achieve.
Only during times of excellent seeing can an observer expectto make out these structures.
Thankfully, advances in digital imaging technology, the advent of adaptive optics, and the
development of sophisticated algorithms for correction ofthe effects of atmospheric seeing
in post-processing now allow telescopes to produce diffraction-limited data with some reg-
ularity. In particular, many observers have successfully used observations with the former
Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope and the new 1-m Swedish SolarTelescope to study bright
points, including size, shape, and appearance (Berger et al. 1995, 2004), dynamics (Berger
& Title 1996; van Ballegooijen et al. 1998; Rouppe van der Voort et al. 2005), dispersal
(Berger et al. 1998a), and contrast (Berger et al. 2007). In addition, the space-borne obser-
vatory Hinode does not suffer from seeing and has produced a vast amount of data that is
highly suitable for studies of network and internetwork field.

The relation of bright points to the underlying magnetic field has also received a fair
share of attention. Motivated by the relative ease with which data could be collected, ob-
servers often choose to study magnetic elements using proxy-magnetometry. Comparison
of diagnostics such as imaging in the G band with magnetograms has shown clearly that
strong, kilogauss field is required to form a bright point, but it is not a sufficient condition
(Berger & Title 2001; Ishikawa et al. 2007). Many small concentrations of field that reach
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Fig. 12 Sample magnetic elements with (top row) and without associated bright points (bottom panel). These
magnetic elements appear similar in the line-of-sight magnetogram, yet are very different in G-band and
CaII H intensity. From the same sequence as Fig. 11.

kilogauss strength do not have associated bright points, since the formation of the bright
point depends strongly on the inclination of the field. The contrast of a bright point de-
creases as the field is angled further away from the line of sight (Beck et al. 2007). The
hope is, of course, that the observed bright points are a random sample of the magnetic ele-
ments, because field orientation is independent of the line of sight. The results derived from
these bright points are then expected to be valid for all magnetic elements, not just those
that happen to have associated bright points, provided a statistically large number of bright
points is sampled. However, there are several reasons why one should be careful with these
assumptions. While proxy-magnetometry is comparatively simple, it is unable to continu-
ously follow field concentrations if they are detected (De Wijn et al. 2005), and results based
on these techniques are thus not just biased toward those concentrations that produce bright
points, but also to the properties of those concentrations at the time that they are correctly
angled to produce bright points. Proxy-magnetometry misses a significant portion of flux
that never becomes sufficiently concentrated to produces bright points, and is insensitive to
field polarity. It is important that results found through proxy-magnetometry be validated
against measurements using a direct diagnostic of magneticfield.

Figure 12 shows two illustrative examples of isolated magnetic elements in line-of-sight
magnetograms and proxy-magnetometry diagnostics. The elements appear similar in the
magnetogram, yet only one has clear associated bright points in both G-band and CaII H fil-
tergrams. The other does not produce bright points, perhapsbecause the field is sufficiently
angled away from the line of sight, or perhaps because the granulation around it is broken up
and there is not enough proximity of hot granular walls to make a bright point. These mag-
netic elements can exhibit different dynamics, as the one inthe bottom row may not be buf-
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feted by granulation as much as the one in the top row. A study using a proxy-magnetometry
diagnostic may therefore give different results than one based on true magnetometry.

5.2 Field concentrations in internetwork areas

Kilogauss fields that produce bright points can also be foundin internetwork areas. Though
their existence was already noted in early studies of brightpoints (Muller 1983), these fields
have been largely ignored historically, likely because bright points are more isolated in the
internetwork and thus much harder to identify. There are fewer of them, and those that
do exist are also more dynamic and have shorter lifetimes (Nisenson et al. 2003; De Wijn
et al. 2005). These factors make detection and analysis difficult. Recently, however, vigor-
ous investigation of magnetic field in internetwork areas has been undertaken. Many of the
observations used in these studies are now available thanksto the development of new instru-
ments, adaptive optics, and post-processing techniques. Analysis of the distribution of field
strength and filling factor in the photosphere has attractedparticular attention (Domı́nguez
Cerdeña et al. 2003a; Lites & Socas-Navarro 2004; TrujilloBueno et al. 2004; Domı́nguez
Cerdeña et al. 2006b). While there is some disagreement between results, weak field ap-
pears to be ubiquitously present in the internetwork, structured on small spatial scales (see
Sect. 2.2). In addition, horizontal field appears to pervadethe photosphere (see Sects. 2.3
and 3). New observations at unprecedented resolution with the space-borne observatory Hin-
ode have shown that it is transient in nature, structured on small scales, and occurs preferen-
tially over the edges of granules rather than in the intergranular lanes as is the case for more
vertical field. (Lites et al. 2008), These observations alsoallow us to study emergence of
field on small spatial and temporal scales (Centeno et al. 2007; Ishikawa et al. 2008). Field
is brought up inside a convective cell, then quickly expelled from the interior and swept into
the lanes, where it may merge with pre-existing field. The entire process takes only a few
minutes.

Several studies have focused on strong field that has associated bright points. The upshot
is that internetwork field may become sufficiently concentrated to produce bright points,
similar to network bright points, but more dynamic and with shorter lifetimes (Sánchez
Almeida et al. 2004). The associated field has a longer lifetime than the bright point. The
field exists before the bright point is formed and remains after it disappears, and may produce
a bright point again at some later time (De Wijn et al. 2005). The lifetime of a bright point
does not have a bearing on the lifetime of the underlying flux.Rather, it is a measure of
the dynamics of the associated flux, i.e., how long the flux remains sufficiently aligned with
the line of sight to produce a bright point, and also of the performance of the detection
algorithm.

Strong field concentrations in internetwork areas also appear to outline cells on meso-
granular scales. Figure 13 shows the locations of internetwork bright points detected in a
1-hour time sequence of CaII H images. The interiors of these cells are largely devoid of
field. Similar patterns have been found in active network (Berger et al. 1998b). One would
expect such a pattern to be set by granular motions. Perhaps magnetic elements form these
patterns as a result of flows associated with “trees of fragmenting granules” (Roudier &
Muller 2004, previously called “active granules” by Müller et al. 2001) which were pre-
viously linked to mesogranules (Roudier et al. 2003). Flux is expunged by the sideways
expansion of granular cells, and is collected in the downflows in intergranular lanes. In a
“tree of fragmenting granules”, these flows would be expected to drive flux not only to the
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Fig. 13 CaII H intensity averaged in time over a 1-hour sequence. The network is outlined by solid white
contours. Locations of internetwork bright points are overlaid in white. The bright points appear to group in
patches that outline edges of cell-like structures, such asaround(x,y) = (10′′,40′′) (indicated by a dashed
line). From De Wijn et al. (2005).

edges of individual granules, but also to the edges of the tree, resulting in a mesogranular
pattern in the positions of magnetic field in internetwork areas.

5.3 Magnetic element dynamics

Magnetic elements appear to obey largely Gaussian distribution of horizontal velocity, as
would be expected from random buffeting by granulation. Their rms velocity is about 0.5 km/s
in network and about 1.5 km/s in internetwork. Granular motions are suppressed in the net-
work, resulting in less dynamic behavior. Magnetic elements in internetwork areas some-
times migrate large distances over periods of a few hours (cf. Fig 14), while having frequent
interactions with other long-lived elements and transientconcentrations of field. Magnetic
elements do not typically have an identity over periods longer than a few minutes because
of these interactions.

Motions of bright points and magnetic elements in internetwork areas show positive au-
tocorrelation up to at least delay times of 10 minutes, indicating that the elements retain
some memory of their motions over at least that much time. Magnetic elements in internet-
work areas have motions preferentially in the direction of the nearest network concentration
(de Wijn et al. 2008). The likely culprit is thus supergranular flow.
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Fig. 14 Slices through a sequence of FeI 630.2 nm line-of-sight magnetograms, scaled between−400 (black)
and 400 Mx/cm2 (white). The field of view includes some network at the left. Magnetic elements exhibit
dynamic behavior, migrating distances of several arcseconds over a few hours, while experiencing many
interactions with other elements during that time. They frequently seem to appear without a clearly associated
opposite polarity. Examination of adjacent slices indicates that such elements are not elements that emerged
as a bipole previously and are now migrating into the current2D slice. This indicates that the flux emerged
at some earlier time, and was only detected when it became concentrated enough, or that the associated flux
of opposite polarity is spread out below the detection limitof the instrument. From the same sequence as
Fig. 11.

5.4 Formation of bright points

Modeling of strong magnetic concentrations began with analytic studies of magnetostatic
“flux tubes” (Spruit 1976, 1977). As computers became more powerful, numeric MHD mod-
els were created, increasing in complexity and realism overthe years. Early models were
used to calculate properties of “flux sheets” in two dimensions (e.g., Knölker & Schüssler
1988). Modern three-dimensional numerical models of magneto-convection now simulate
mesoscale-areas (e.g., Stein & Nordlund 2006), and are successful in reproducing magnetic
elements and bright points in the solar photosphere (Schüssler et al. 2003; Steiner 2005).
However, two-dimensional models remain popular (Steiner et al. 1998), because adding the
third dimension is computationally expensive.

These models have shown that while the cause of brightness enhancement of magnetic
elements in the photosphere differs subtly between variousproxy-magnetometry diagnos-
tics, it is in all cases rooted in the partial evacuation of the flux tube as a result of magnetic
pressure. The reduced density places optical depth unity inside the flux tube at a geomet-
rically deeper layer compared to outside, thus allowing radiation to escape from deeper,
hotter layers (cf. the left panel of Fig 15). The internals ofthe flux tube are cooler at equal
geometric height due to radiation losses, but are typicallyhotter at equal optical depth. This
process only produces enhanced brightness in small-scale structures. Larger concentrations
of strong field that inhibit convection, e.g., pores and sunspots, become dark because there
is insufficient radial influx of radiation to make up for the increased losses as a result of re-
duced opacity. Well-known diagnostics for proxy-magnetometry are used because they show
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Fig. 15 Examples of modeling of magnetic elements. Left: analytic magnetostatic flux tube model
(from Schrijver & Zwaan 2000). Right: sophisticated 2D numerical MHD model of a flux sheet (from
http://www.kis.uni-freiburg.de/∼steiner/).

more brightness enhancement than the continuum. As an example, molecular lines such as
those in the Fraunhofer G band and the CN band are weakened in small concentrations of
field because of the dissociation of molecules at lower densities and higher temperatures
(Kiselman et al. 2001; Steiner et al. 2001; Sánchez Almeidaet al. 2001; Shelyag et al. 2004;
Uitenbroek & Tritschler 2006). Opacity inside the flux tube is thus additionally reduced in
these lines, and a higher emergent intensity integrated over the passband results.

One recent highlight was the confirmation of the suggestion made by Spruit & Zwaan
(1981) that facular brightness enhancement is the result ofradiation escape from hot granular
walls. Keller et al. (2004) and Carlsson et al. (2004) used sophisticated 3D MHD simulations
to model flux tubes, then “observed” them as if close to the limb using intricate codes to
calculate radiative transfer. Partial evacuation of the flux tube allows the observer to look
deeper into the hot granular wall than would be possible if the flux tube were absent. The
dark lane often observed on the disk-ward side of faculae is formed in the cool layers above
the granules and inside the flux tube.

5.5 Formation of magnetic elements

The prevailing theory on the formation of magnetic elementsincorporates a convective in-
stability known as “convective collapse” (Parker 1978). Field is brought up in granules
and swept into the intergranular downdrafts. Flux can accumulate until the magnetic en-
ergy density is roughly equal to the kinetic energy density of granular flows. This yields an
equipartition field strength of about 500 G, insufficient to produce a bright point. The gas in
these regions cools because convective energy transport issuppressed by the field. The cool,
dense gas enhances the intergranular downflow, so that the region is effectively evacuated
by gravity and consequently compressed until the internal magnetic pressure is sufficiently
increased so that the region is again in horizontal pressurebalance with the outside. The-
oretical calculations indicate that magnetic elements with field strengths of 1–2 kG result
from this process (Spruit 1979; Grossmann-Doerth et al. 1998).

The formation of kilogauss field concentrations from weak turbulent flux can be studied
from models. Typically, a hydrodynamic model is run until itreaches a more-or-less relaxed
state. A constant vertical field is then added, and the simulation is allowed to evolve further.
While this obviously does not resemble what happens on the sun, the process of convective

http://www.kis.uni-freiburg.de/~steiner/
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collapse does still occur and indeed has been observed in simulations of magneotconvection
(Vögler et al. 2005).

It is harder to observe convective collapse on the sun. Accurate (spectro)polarimetric
observations with high resolution and reasonable cadence are required over some period
of time. Such observations are sensitive to seeing conditions, due to, e.g., long exposure
times required for polarimetry. The seeing-free Hinode observatory is an obvious candidate
to provide suitable observations. Indeed, formation of a kilogauss field concentration by
convective collapse was recently observed using the Hinodespectropolarimeter and found
to be in qualitative agreement with results from numerical simulations (Nagata et al. 2008).
These observations strongly support the model of convective collapse for the formation of
kilogauss field concentrations.

6 Unresolved magnetic fields

6.1 Range of the unresolved scales

Magnetoconvection in the rotating sun is the engine of the solar dynamo. It is therefore cen-
tral to our understanding of the origin of solar and stellar activity. A main problem in mod-
eling the solar dynamo is that magnetoconvection has such a tremendous dynamic range,
about 8 orders of magnitude or more, as we will see below, while numerical simulations
can handle only about 3 orders of magnitude. While numericalsimulations provide valuable
insights, the theory needs to be guided by observations.

The magnetic-field observations refer to the surface layers(photosphere), while the
properties of magnetoconvection vary with depth in the convection zone. Still, the photo-
sphere can serve as our magnetoconvective laboratory, where we can explore the underlying
physics. However, a major part of the magnetoconvective spectrum extends over scales that
are too small to be resolved even with next-generation telescopes in any foreseeable future.

One may therefore question to what extent knowledge about the behavior of these small
unresolved scales is really needed for understanding solarand stellar dynamos and magnetic
activity. The solar dynamo gives the impression of being governed by large-scale properties
like Hale’s polarity law, Joy’s law, the emergence and dispersion of active-region magnetic
flux, shearing by differential rotation, and meridional circulation, all of which take place in
the spatially resolved domain. In Sect. 6.2 we will address the connection between the scales
and the role of the smallest diffusion scales for the operation of the solar dynamo.

The upper end of the scale spectrum is naturally bounded by the size of the sun (≈
106 km). The lower end of the magnetic spectrum is reached when the turbulent motions are
unable to tangle the field lines to produce magnetic structuring. This decoupling between the
plasma motions and the magnetic field happens when the frozen-in condition ceases to be
valid, i.e., when the time scale of magnetic diffusion (field-line slippage through the plasma)
becomes shorter than the time scale of convective transport.

The ratio between these two time scales is represented by themagnetic Reynolds number

Rm = µ0 σ ℓcvc (1)

in SI units. Hereσ is the electrical conductivity,ℓc the characteristic length scale, andvc the
characteristic velocities.µ0 = 4π ×10−7. WhenRm≫ 1 the field lines are effectively frozen
in and carried around by the convective motions. WhenRm ≪ 1 the field is decoupled from
the turbulent motions and diffuses through the plasma.
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The magnetic structuring by magnetoconvection therefore ends at scalesℓdiff where
Rm ≈ 1. To calculate these scales we need to know how the characteristic turbulent velocity
vc scales withℓc. Such a scaling law is given in the Kolmogorov theory of turbulence. In the
relevant inertial range it is

vc = kℓ
1/3
c , (2)

wherek is a constant. An estimate ofk ≈ 25 can be obtained from the observed properties
of solar granulation (̊Ake Nordlund, private communication).

Combining these two equations and settingRm = 1, we obtain the diffusion scale

ℓdiff = 1/(µ0 σ k)3/4. (3)

To evaluate this we need the expression for the Spitzer conductivity in SI units,

σ = 10−3 T3/2. (4)

This gives us
ℓdiff = 5×105/T9/8. (5)

For T = 104 K (a rounded value that is representative of the lowest part of the photosphere
or upper boundary of the convection zone),ℓdiff ≈ 15 m.

If we limit ourselves to order-of-magnitude estimates, we may say that magnetic struc-
turing in the surface layers ends at scales of about 10 m. As the upper bound of the magnetic
scale spectrum is about 106 km, it follows that the magnetoconvective scale spectrum spans
about 8 orders of magnitude in the sun’s observable surface layers. As the diffusion limit
decreases with increasing temperature, it follows that thedynamic range of magnetoconvec-
tion increases, possibly by nearly two orders of magnitude more (down to diffusion scales of
cm) as we go down in the convection zone and the temperature increases towards a million
degrees.

It might be objected that the rather simplistic Kolmogorov scaling law is not very ap-
plicable in the highly stratified surface layers. However, the photospheric scale height of
typically 150 km is about 4 orders of magnitude larger than the diffusion scales that we
have derived. Most of these scales are so small that they do not “feel” the stratification and
therefore may behave in a way that is similar to isotropic Kolmogorov turbulence.

6.2 Role of the smallest scales for the global dynamo

The magnetic fields that we see at the surface of the sun have been produced by dynamo pro-
cesses in the solar interior. Lifted by buoyancy forces, thedynamo-produced fields emerge as
bipolar regions into the visible photospheric layers, but with an emergence rate that is a steep
function of scale size. The large-scale bipolar regions, which represent active regions (AR)
with sunspots, bring up about 1020 Mx per day (solar-cycle average), enough to account for
the observed accumulation of flux and the large-scale background magnetic field over the
course of the 11-year activity cycle. Going down in scale to the so-called ephemeral active
regions (ER), the flux emergence rate goes up by two orders of magnitude, to 1022 Mx per
day. Going down to the still smaller internetwork fields (IN), the emergence rate increases
to 1024 Mx per day, another two orders of magnitude (Zirin 1987). While the characteristic
scales of AR : ER : IN are in proportion 25 : 5 : 1 (75′′ : 15′′ : 3′′), the emergence rates are in
proportion 1 : 100 : 10000.
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With these high emergence rates the time scale for the turn-over or replenishment of
the magnetic field pattern is not the solar cycle time scale but something much shorter. The
first realization of a short turn-over time scale came two decades ago from a study of the
differential rotation properties of the magnetic pattern (Stenflo 1989). When determining the
proper motion of magnetic elements through cross-correlation techniques (Snodgrass 1983),
a steep differential rotation law is found, which closely agrees with the law derived from
Doppler measurements. When instead we form time series of the magnetic field sampled at
the central meridian and perform an autocorrelation analysis to determine the period it takes
for the pattern to recur after one solar rotation (or any integer number of rotation periods),
then a rotation law is found that is almost rigid (Stenflo 1989). This dramatic difference
between the cross-correlation and autocorrelation analyses can be naturally explained if the
pattern replenishment time is much shorter than a rotation period, so that the “recurring”
pattern is not actually recurring but is a new pattern that has emerged during the course of
the rotation period.

The nearly rigid differential rotation law then does not represent the surface (in contrast
to the steep differential rotation law), but reflects the differential rotation properties of the
source region in the deep convection zone, from which the newsurface fields emanate.

This behavior cannot be easily explained in terms of flux-redistribution models without
high-latitude sources of new magnetic flux, like the model ofSheeley et al. (1987), which
are based on meridional circulation and a smooth surface diffusion process. In such models
a quasi-rigid differential rotation law for the phase velocity of the magnetic pattern results,
regardless of the lag used in the correlation analysis. The observed lag-dependence of the
pattern phase velocity with a steep differential rotation law for small lags would not occur
without the continual supply of new magnetic flux from the sun’s interior at high latitudes.
To avoid this contradiction between the flux-redistribution models and the observations,
Wang & Sheeley (1994) replaced the smooth diffusion in theirmodel with a discrete ran-
dom walk process on a supergranular lattice, as a means of producing discrete flux clumps
at high latitudes from the old, smooth, redistributed flux. These clumps would then drift
according to a steep differential rotation law. It is, however, questionable whether super-
granular random walk can continually produce flux clumps of sizes larger than one arcmin
(the spatial resolution used in the correlation analysis ofSnodgrass (1983) that gave the
steep differential rotation law), much larger than the sizeof supergranules. A more natural
explanation is that the magnetic pattern is really being replenished from the sun’s interior
on a time scale well below the solar rotation time scale.

Support for such a short pattern replenishment time has comefrom SOHO MDI magne-
tograms, revealing a “magnetic carpet” with a pattern turn-over time of 1.5–3 days (Schrijver
et al. 1997; Title & Schrijver 1998).

The problem with the high emergence rates is that they have tobe matched by the fluxre-
movalrates for a statistically stationary situation, otherwisethe photosphere would quickly
get choked with magnetic flux that is all the time injected from below. It is however diffi-
cult to identify the process by which flux is removed. This problem is generally avoided in
dynamo models by letting opposite polarities mathematically cancel out when they are co-
spatial. However, such mathematical cancellation is non-physical, magnetic flux can only
be destroyed by a reconnection process involving concentrated electric currents and Joule
heating, and this can only occur fast enough if it takes placeon the diffusion length scales
(of order 10 m in the photosphere). This implies an extreme and highly efficient shredding
of the flux elements down to these scales, something that takes place almost entirely in the
spatially unresolved domain and which is therefore not directly observed.
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Flux removal may occur in basically three different ways: (1) In situ cancellation of
opposite magnetic polarities (reconnection). (2) Flux retraction (reprocessing in the convec-
tion zone). (3) Flux expulsion (with a possible role of CMEs). Unfortunately, the relative
contributions of these three processes are completely unknown. How impervious is the solar
surface to the dynamo-produced magnetic flux? How “leaky” isthe solar dynamo? These
are fundamental questions that still have no answers. Similar questions may be asked about
the magnetic helicity.

Although reconnection is only mentioned explicitly in connection with the in situ can-
cellation, both flux retraction and flux expulsion could not happen without cutting off the
field lines through reconnection. Therefore, also for theseprocesses, the basic physics takes
place at the diffusion length scales, down to which the flux needs to be efficiently shredded.
Without this shredding, the global dynamo would not be able to operate.

6.3 Scaling behavior of the magnetic field pattern

The resolved scales now cover a dynamic range of almost four orders of magnitude (from
the global scales of 106 km down to the neighborhood of 100 km), approximately half of
the range of the magnetoconvective scale spectrum. Alreadyback in the 1960s, in the early
days of solar magnetography, when the dynamic scale range covered by the observations
was only about two orders of magnitude, it was clear that the sun’s magnetic field is very
fragmented or intermittent, but the degree of intermittency or the nature of the structuring
was not known. To get an insight into the hidden nature of the field it was necessary to
develop indirect diagnostic techniques to overcome the resolution limit and derive intrinsic
field properties that were not dependent on the quality of thetelescopes used.

A similar situation is encountered in stellar physics, where we derive the physical prop-
erties of the stellar atmospheres although the stars remainunresolved point objects. While
crucial information on key field parameters like magnetic field strengths and filling factors
can be obtained this way, we have no information on the unresolved fieldmorphology, and
the results depend on the interpretative models used. An exception is Zeeman-Doppler imag-
ing of rapid rotators. By necessity these models have to be idealized to limit the number of
free parameters, and they need to be tailored to the type of diagnostics that we use. Thus the
Zeeman and Hanle effects are sensitive to very different parameter domains of the field, as
we will see in Sect. 6.4.

The situation has improved dramatically during the last decades. Advances in spatial
resolution have significantly extended the dynamic range ofthe resolved scales, allowing us
to get a glimpse of how the magnetic pattern scales as we zoom in on ever smaller scales.
Numerical simulations have given us insights into the nature and scaling behavior of mag-
netoconvection when we go beyond the resolution limit into the unresolved domain. This
allows us to get a better understanding of the nature of the field pattern and gives us guid-
ance in the choice of the most realistic interpretative models to use to diagnose the spatially
unresolved domain.

Until a few years ago the “standard model” of photospheric magnetic fields was that
the basic building blocks are strong-field (mostly kilogauss) highly intermittent flux tubes
occupying a small fraction of the photospheric volume, and that the space between these
flux tubes is filled with much weaker and highly tangled (or “turbulent”) fields. We now
realize that this “two-component picture” is mainly a product of the idealizations used when
interpreting Zeeman and Hanle signatures of the spatially unresolved domain. Instead the
field appears to behave like a fractal.
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Fig. 16 Illustration of the fractal-like nature of the magnetic-field pattern on the quiet sun. The left map,
extracted from the central part of a Kitt Peak magnetogram of9 February 1996, covers 15% of the solar disk,
while the right map, obtained on the same day at disk center with the Swedish La Palma telescope (courtesy
Göran Scharmer) covers an area that is 100 times smaller (Stenflo & Holzreuter 2002; Stenflo 2004).

Figure 16 illustrates this fractal appearance of quiet-sunmagnetic fields. If a magne-
togram is presented without tick marks that indicate the spatial scale, it is very hard to guess
what the scale is. The pattern seems to have a high degree of scale invariance, it looks sta-
tistically the same as we zoom in on ever smaller scales. Further we have a coexistence of
strong and weak fields over a large dynamic field strength range. The probability distribution
function for the field strengths appears to be nearly scale invariant and can be described in
terms of a Voigt function with a narrow Gaussian core and “damping wings” that extend out
to the kilogauss values (Stenflo & Holzreuter 2002, 2003, butsee also Domı́nguez Cerdeña
et al. 2006b). Such scale invariant properties are typical of a fractal. A fractal dimension
of 1.4 has been found for both the observed magnetic field pattern and the pattern that re-
sults from numerical simulations of magnetoconvection at scales that are smaller than the
resolved ones (Janßen et al. 2003).

6.4 Field diagnostics beyond the spatial resolution limit

Like in any other area of astrophysics where we are dealing with spatially unresolved ob-
jects, we have to extract information about the physical conditions that is encoded as various
types of signatures in the spectrum. To enable this extraction we make use of models that
must have a smaller number of free parameters than the numberof independent observables
that we can use to constrain the model. A fundamental issue isthe uniqueness and numerical
stability of any such inversions.
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Fig. 17 Portion of a recording in a facula at disk center with the Fourier Transform Spectrometer at the
McMath-Pierce facility (Kitt Peak) (Stenflo et al. 1984). The classical line-ratio technique is based on the
comparison between the StokesV amplitudes in the two FeI 524.7 and 525.0 nm lines (Stenflo 1973). Zeeman
saturation due to strong, unresolved fields leaves a characteristic signature in the profile ratio, which allows
the intrinsic field strength of the unresolved fields to be determined.

6.4.1 Zeeman diagnostics and the line-ratio technique

Back in the 1960s it became clear that the measured field strengths on the quiet sun increased
with the spatial resolution of the instrument, which led to the question what the strength
would be if we had infinite resolution (Stenflo 1966). To answer this question the line-ratio
technique was devised, which led to the conclusion that morethan 90% of the net magnetic
flux in the photosphere, as seen with modest spatial resolution (larger than a few arcseconds),
comes from highly bundled fields with a strength of 1–2 kG and asmall volume filling factor
(typically 1%) (Howard & Stenflo 1972; Frazier & Stenflo 1972;Stenflo 1973). Due to the
tiny filling factor the average net field strength is only of order 10 G or less, although most
of the field lines come from kilogauss flux patches in the photosphere.

This result led to the concept of discrete magnetic flux tubesas the theoretical coun-
terpart of the unresolved kilogauss flux fragments. The mechanism of convective collapse
(Parker 1978; Spruit 1979; Spruit & Zweibel 1979) gained wide acceptance as the process
leading to the spontaneous formation of kilogauss flux tubes. Empirical flux tube models at
increasing levels of sophistication were built (Solanki 1993). Observational support for the
convective collapse mechanism could be found (Solanki et al. 1996), while also showing the
existence of a family of weaker flux tubes that had been theoretically predicted (Venkatakr-
ishnan 1986).

The classical line-ratio technique that allows a robust determination of the intrinsic field
strength is based on the simultaneous observation of the circular polarization in the FeI
524.7 and 525.0 nm line pair (Stenflo 1973). The observed circular polarization due to the
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longitudinal Zeeman effect, illustrated in the FTS spectrum of Fig. 17, depends on many
combined factors, like the line depth and detailed line shape (which in turn depend on the
temperature-density stratification of the atmosphere and the details of line formation), the
Landé factor, and the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field. In traditional magnetog-
raphy one calibrates away the line-profile factors by recording the magnetograph response
to artificial line shifts of the spatially averaged spectralline. This calibration procedure then
gives us the average line-of-sight field strengths (averaged over the spatial resolution element
of the instrument), under the assumption that the relation between circular polarization and
field strength is a linear one (being the relation that is valid in the weak-field limit), and
assuming that the line depth and line shape are the same in themagnetic elements as for the
spatially averaged sun. However, both these assumptions are generally wrong. As the field
strength increases, the relation between circular polarization and field strength becomes in-
creasingly non-linear. Further, the temperature-densitystratification of the atmosphere (and
thus the line profile) is significantly different in the unresolved magnetic elements than out-
side them. The line-ratio technique allows us to isolate themagnetic-field effects from the
line formation and temperature-density effects, to obtaina signature that can only occur if
the field is intrinsically strong (meaning that the polarization dependence on field strength
lies in the non-linear regime). From the measured degree of non-linearity (Zeeman satura-
tion) the value of the field strength can be extracted.

The robustness of the method depends on the choice of line pair. No line pair has been
found that better optimizes this robustness than the FeI 524.7 and 525.0 nm one. These
two lines both belong to multiplet no. 1 of iron, have almost identical excitation potential,
oscillator strength, and line depth, and therefore respondin the same way to the temperature-
density stratification of the atmosphere, with the same lineformation properties. The only
significant difference between them is their effective Landé factors: 2.0 for the 524.7 nm
line, 3.0 for the 525.0 nm line. If all fields were intrinsically weak, the circular-polarization
StokesV profiles of the two lines would have the same shapes and only differ in terms of a
global amplitude scaling factor in proportion to their Landé factors (g524.7 : g525.0 = 2 : 3).
If we form the ratiog524.7V525.0/(g525.0V524.7), it would be unity if all fields were weak,
regardless of the temperature-density stratification or line-formation properties of the solar
atmosphere. It differs from unity only because of thedifferential non-linearity: the 525.0 nm
line with its larger Landé factor deviates more from linearity than the 524.7 nm line.

This line-ratio technique was applied before the advent of Stokesmeters, using magne-
tograph exit slits in fixed positions of the line profiles (Stenflo 1973). This was sufficient
for obtaining robust field-strength determinations. With fully resolved StokesV line profiles
with high S/N ratio (cf. Fig. 17) it became possible to test and verify the interpretation in
great detail, since the Zeeman saturation does not only suppress the StokesV amplitudes but
also broadens the StokesV profile in a way that gives theg524.7V525.0/(g525.0V524.7) ratio
a very characteristic profile shape when plotted as a function of wavelength∆λ . Thus the
self-consistency and validity of the interpretational model could be verified (for details, see
Stenflo 1994).

This interpretational model contained two components: onemagnetic component with
field strength and filling factor as the free parameters, and one non-magnetic component.
The measured line ratio does not depend on filling factor, only on field strength. The filling
factor enters when explaining theV amplitudes of each line, since the amplitudes scale with
both filling factor and field strength. Since the line ratio was found to be practically identical
in quiet network regions with little magnetic flux and in strong faculae with much flux, the
conclusion was that the magnetic building blocks (flux tubes) have rather unique properties
(Frazier & Stenflo 1972), almost always with field strengths of 1–2 kG. Different regions on
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the sun (outside sunspots) then differ not so much in field strength, but rather in the number
density or filling factor of the flux elements. This implies that the magnetograms, which
show a continuous range of apparent field strengths, basically are maps of the filling factor,
not of field strength.

This view of solar magnetism has been confirmed with other combinations of spectral
diagnostics, in particular with infrared lines (e.g., Rüedi et al. 1992), which however have
also revealed the existence of intrinsically weaker flux elements that are mixed in with the
kilogauss ones. Due to the larger Zeeman splitting in the infrared it was possible to extend
the 2-component approach to a 3-component one (with two magnetic components), which
revealed the existence of intrinsically weaker fields. Withadvances in spatial resolution it
became possible to actually resolve and see the flux tubes that had been predicted by the
line-ratio method, as first done with speckle polarimetry (Keller 1992).

6.4.2 Hanle diagnostics

While all these results were self-consistent, the Zeeman-effect observations left us with a
picture where about 99% of the photospheric volume (outsidethe kilogauss flux elements)
was field free, which is non-physical, since nothing in the highly electrically conducting
and turbulent photospheric plasma can be field free. The introduction of a “non-magnetic”
component is exclusively for mathematical convenience. The question is what the magnetic
nature of this component is. Since its contribution to the Zeeman-effect polarization signals
is very small, it must either mean that the field is indeed extremely weak, or that the field is
highly tangled with mixed polarities within the spatial resolution element, such that one has
nearly perfect cancellation of the opposite signs of the spatially unresolved StokesV signals
(in which case the field does not have to be weak). We now know through applications of
theHanle effectthat the second case is much closer to the truth.

In contrast to the Zeeman-effect polarization, the Hanle effect is a coherency pheno-
menon that only occurs when coherent scattering contributes to the line formation. Such
scattering can produce linear polarization also in the absence of magnetic fields. The term
Hanle effect covers all the magnetic-field induced modifications of the scattering polar-
ization. Since it has different sensitivity and symmetry properties than the Zeeman-effect
polarization, it both responds to much weaker fields and doesnot suffer from the cancella-
tion effects that make the Zeeman effect “blind” to a tangledfield. This property was first
exploited by Stenflo (1982) to derive alower limit of 10 G for the strength of the tangled
field in the 99 % of the volume between the kilogauss flux tubes.

Examples of Hanle-effect signatures and how they differ from the Zeeman effect are
shown in Fig. 18. The photospheric SrI line in the left panels has been extensively used by
various authors (Faurobert-Scholl 1993; Faurobert-Scholl et al. 1995; Stenflo et al. 1998;
Trujillo Bueno et al. 2004) to improve the constraints on theproperties of the turbulent field
for which the Zeeman effect is blind. The most sophisticatedconstraints based on the use of
probability distribution functions (PDF) have been derived by Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004),
indicating turbulent field strengths of order 100 G. Such volume-filling fields contain so
much magnetic energy that they may play a major role in the energy balance of the solar
atmosphere. The Hanle signatures of the strong CaI 422.7 nm line (right panels in the figure)
can be used to diagnose the horizontal magnetic fields in the solar chromosphere.

Assume that we have chosen our Stokes coordinate system suchthat the non-magnetic
scattering polarization is along the StokesQdirection. This direction is parallel to the nearest
solar limb when observing on the solar disk in a zone near the limb (which we most often
do for such observations, since the scattering polarization amplitude increases as we get
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Fig. 18 Illustration of the different signatures of the Zeeman and Hanle effects in images of the Stokes
vector (represented by the images of the intensityI and the three fractional polarizationsQ/I , U/I , and
V/I). The Hanle effect appears in the linear polarization (StokesQ/I andU/I) in the line cores of certain
lines, like SrI 460.7 nm (left panels) and CaI 422.7 nm (right panels), while the Zeeman effect exhibits its
usual polarization signatures in the surrounding lines. The recordings were made with the Zurich Imaging
Polarimeter (ZIMPOL, cf. Povel 1995; Gandorfer et al. 2004)at the McMath Pierce facility (Kitt Peak).

closer to the limb). The main polarization signatures of theHanle effect are depolarization
(reduction of the StokesQ amplitude) and rotation of the plane of polarization (appearance
of signals in StokesU). Since however the Hanle rotation angle can have both signs, a highly
tangled field with equal contributions of plus and minus willlead to cancellations like for
the Zeeman effect, so there will be no StokesU signatures from such fields. In contrast,
the depolarization effect in StokesQ has only one “sign” (reduction of the polarization
amplitude), regardless of the field polarity, and is therefore immune to the above-mentioned
cancellation effects. This is the signature of the turbulent fields that we have to work with.

For Hanle diagnostics of the turbulent fields Hanle depolarization gives us one observ-
able per spectral line. For single-line observations, the interpretative model therefore cannot
contain more than one free parameter. Since the introduction of this diagnostic technique,
the traditional model has been to assume a single-valued field with an isotropic angular
distribution (Stenflo 1982). The free parameter is the single-valued field strength. How-
ever, other more realistic model choices are beginning to beused, which are guided by
the insights gained from numerical simulations of magnetoconvection and from analysis of
magnetic-field distribution functions that have been determined from observations in the
spatially resolved domain. From the observed scaling behavior of the resolved fields and the
behavior of the smaller-scale fields in numerical simulations one can make educated guesses
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for the analytical shapes of the field strength probability distribution functions (PDFs) that
should be used to model the behavior in the spatially unresolved domain. With a single
Hanle observable (the depolarization for a single spectralline) we must then limit ourselves
to characterize the model PDF with a single free parameter, for instance by keeping the rela-
tive shape invariant and using a stretching factor as the free parameter. Such an approach has
been applied with success for data with the SrI 460.7 nm line (Trujillo Bueno et al. 2004).

The Hanle effect however does not at all limit us to use such simplistic, one-parameter
models. They are only used because the application of the Hanle effect to the diagnostics
of spatially unresolved magnetoconvection is still in its infancy, and one needs to start with
and fully understand the simplest approaches before proceeding to higher levels of sophis-
tication. Like with the line-ratio technique in the case of the Zeeman effect, with the Hanle
effect one can also use a multi-line approach with simultaneous Hanle observations in sev-
eral spectral lines with different sensitivities to the Hanle effect. Such an application of
the differential Hanle effect(Stenflo et al. 1998) increases the number of independent ob-
servables, which allows us to increase the number of free parameters of the interpretative
models and thus enhance the degree of realism. While most lines differ not only in their
Hanle sensitivities but also in their line formation properties, which adds considerable com-
plication to the inversion problem, there exist certain pairings of molecular lines for which
the line formation properties are identical, the only difference being the Hanle sensitivities
(Berdyugina & Fluri 2004). This allows the magnetic-field effects to be isolated from the
other non-magnetic effects, similar to what is done with the525.0/524.7 Zeeman-effect line
ratio. This has the great advantage of making the inversion much more robust and the derived
field strengths less model dependent.

6.4.3 Unified Zeeman-Hanle diagnostics with distribution functions

The Zeeman and Hanle effects are highly complementary. The longitudinal Zeeman-effect
signals represent the net magnetic flux that often (but not always) has its main sources in
the highly bundled strong fields, but they carry nearly zero information on the spatially
unresolved volume-filling weaker, tangled fields between the intermittent stronger fields. Let
us here recall that nearly four orders of magnitude in spatial scales lie unresolved below the
current spatial resolution limit of magnetograms (as represented by Hinode, cf. Sect. 6.1). In
contrast, the Hanle effect is almost blind to the flux-tube like fields, for three reasons: (1) The
effect scales with the filling factor, which is very tiny for the flux-tube fields (of order 1%).
(2) The Hanle effect is insensitive to vertical fields, and the strong fields tend to be nearly
vertical due to the strong buoyancy forces acting on them. (3) The Hanle effect completely
saturates for fields stronger than a few hundred gauss. The complementary nature of the two
effects has in the past led to the choice of two apparently contradictory interpretative models
used for each effect: for the Zeeman effect the two-component model (or extended variations
thereof, with additional components) with the concept of a magnetic filling factor, for the
Hanle effect a volume-filling field (filling factor of unity) with an isotropic distribution of
field vectors.

This apparent dichotomy in the diagnostic methods arises because each of the Zeeman
and Hanle effects provides an incomplete, filtered view of the underlying reality, which in
a unified picture is fractal-like, and which may best be characterized in terms of probability
distribution functions (PDFs). When we “put on our Zeeman goggles”, we project out prop-
erties of the strong-field tail of the PDF, which appears flux-tube like. When, on the other
hand, we “put on our Hanle goggles”, we project out properties of the weak-field portion of
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the PDF. However, the application of unified PDF models for both Zeeman and Hanle diag-
nostics is still in its infancy, and the initial results are only tentative, because the information
we have that could guide our choice of distribution functions is still very incomplete.

The incompleteness mainly lies in the lack of information onthe angular distribution
function of the field, not so much in the PDF for the field strengths, for which we have rea-
sonably good analytical functions to work with. The angulardistribution is expected to be
closely coupled to the field-strength distribution. From theoretical considerations we expect
the stronger fields to have an angular distribution that is fairly peaked around the vertical di-
rection, since they are more affected by the vertical buoyancy forces while resisting bending
and tangling by the turbulent motions. The weakest fields on the other hand are expected to
have a much wider angular distribution, since the dominating effect is the turbulent tangling
of the passive fields. For intermediate field strengths we should have a gradual transition
between the wide and the peaked angular distributions. The Stokes profile signatures from
such combinations of distribution functions for the spatially unresolved magnetic fields have
recently been explored by radiative-transfer modeling (Sampoorna et al. 2008), but such cal-
culations have not yet been applied to model fitting of observational data.

A unique opportunity to obtain lacking observational information on the angular distri-
bution functions would be with the SOT data from the Hinode spacecraft. A detailed explo-
ration of the distribution functions of the quiet-sun vertical and horizontal magnetic fields
with Hinode data (Lites et al. 2008) has given the surprisingresult that there seems to be
five times more horizontal magnetic flux than vertical flux. Furthermore, the patches of flux
concentrations of vertical and horizontal fields are observed to be well separated, rather than
co-spatial. There is convincing indirect evidence that most of the horizontal flux patches are
not spatially resolved even with Hinode but have a small filling factor, indicating intrinsic
sizes of the underlying flux elements of at most 50 km (Ishikawa et al. 2008). These intrigu-
ing results are not yet properly understood, so the angular distribution functions needed for
our diagnostic models still remain elusive.

7 Conclusion

While we have attempted to give a comprehensive overview of small-scale magnetic field
in the solar atmosphere, this review is by no means complete.In particular, we have not
touched upon chromospheric fields, which besides being structured on small scales, also
display dynamic behaviour on short timescales.

New instruments that are able to measure photospheric magnetic field in high-resolution
and at sufficient cadence to study dynamics, either directlythrough (spectro)polarimetry,
or indirectly through proxy-magnetometry, are now availble to observers. In particular, we
have discussed several results from the Hinode mission. These results, while dealing with
small-scale field, have great repercussions for important questions surrounding magnetism
in the sun, and in particular for the existence and workings of both the local and global solar
dynamos.

With new instruments and sophisticated modeling enabled byadvances in computing,
we have greatly improved our understanding of magnetic activity on all scales in the sun.
Yet, we have also seen that the end is not yet in sight: field is likely structured on scales well
beyond what can be observed or simulated today or in the forseeable future. Our understand-
ing of the processes that give rise to small-scale magnetic field will continue to improve as
more observations are analyzed, models become more sophisticated and lifelike, and new
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instruments are developed, such as the Sunrise baloon-borne observatory (Gandorfer et al.
2006) or the Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (Keil et al. 2000).
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